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CONCERN OVER UNEMPLOYMENT: THE BACKGROUND
Unemployment in Hawaii, which had been slowly increasing up to

LEVEL CF

UNEMPLOYMENI'
that point, in June of 1954 rose to over 15,000, the highest
level since the local recession of 1949, when as many as 28,000 persons were seeking work.

Unemployment throughout the Territory, as shown in Table 1, comprised

7 .9 per cent of the entire labor force, compared rJith an average of 4,8 per cent
for the preceding year,

The several islands of the Territory were variously af-

fected in mid-1954, reports of the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations
showed: the ratio of unemployed to total labor force was 8.1 per cent on Oahu,
8.2 on Maui, 7.0 on Ha,aaii, 5.5 on Kauai, and 15,8 per cent on Molokai and Lanai,
. Concern was voiced by many county officials, the governor, individual legislators,
labor unions, and business groups that the economic situation might continue to
,;1orsen i f a positive program were not undertaken.
Table 1.
ESTIMATED UNEMPLOYMENT IN HAHlUI
1945-1953 (yearly average)
1954 (monthly average)

YEAR

MONTHLY Jl.VERAGE
TarAL
LABOR FORCE*

TarAL
CIVILIAN
EMPLOYMENI'

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

215,612
194,025
190,000
193,752
191,358
187,761
191,690
193,130
194,067

214,ll2
191,892
187,047
184,304
169,922
170,063
183,400
184,708
184,525

1,500
2,133
2,953
9,448
21,436
17,698
8,298
8,422
9,542

1,1
1.6
4,9
ll.2
9,4
4.3
4,4
4.8

Januar:2:-June, 1954-l•*

191,750

159,865

l?~

6 6

January
February
March
April
May
June

192,210
191,294
191,210
190,677
190,627
194,484

161,400
160,250
159,840
159,400
158,730
159,570

11,580
11,820
12,150
12,020
12,330
15,259

6.o
6,2
6,4
6.3
6.5

UNEMPLOYMENT
Number % of Labor
Force

o.7

7.9

*Civilian population employed or available for and seeking employment.
**Most recent data available during legislative hearings. See Table 3, final section of this
report, for current figures.
Source• Estimates of the Bureau of Employment Security, T.H. Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations.

Reductions in employment by federal agencies, coupled nith lay offs in the
construction industry following completion of defense projects, were apparently
leading factors in the gradual rate of decline in employment during the first
five months of 1954.
An important cause of the rapid increase in unemployment in June was a regu]arly
recurring seasonal factor, the entra~ce into the labor market of high school and
university students in search of temporary or permanent jobs.

However, such was

the number of these new members of the labor force--4,600--and so vulnerable to
a recession of serious proportions was the Hawaiian econonw believed to be by many
observers, that it was rridely urged thnt the legislature should consider the
problem of unemployment and seek an expansion of job opportunitieso
SOME BASIC FEATURE$

Contributing to the concern over the relatively high

OF HA.\7AII 18 ECONavrY

level of unemployment,was the widespread realization
that the Territory's economy is a highly specialized one.

An average income area

compared with the 48 mainland states,l Hawaii relies on four types of economic
activity to maintain that income for a community uithout sources of minerals or
cheap power.

These are, in order of their importance as generators of personal

income, expenditures of the federal government, the sugar industry, the pineapple
industry, and tourist expenditures,2

lper capita personal income in Hawaii, as computed by the U.S. Department of
Commerce was (at $1,721) 0.2 percentage points above the national average in 1952
and (at $1,740) 3.0 percentage points belor, the U.S. average in 1953.
2Expenditures of territorial and county governments create more personal income than the tourist industry, but, since the la tter--along v1ith the plantations
and the federal establishment in Hawaii--produces the "mainland dollars" which
are necessary to maintain a high level of government, as well as private living
standards, the tourist industry is considered the fourth leg of the territorial
econonw. The Department of Commerce estimated that in 1952 some 31 per cent of
total personal income in Hawaii was disbursed by the federal government, 8 per
cent by 11 local11 (i.e. territorial and county) government, and 61 per cent by private industry. Of total payroJJ.s in private industry--to consider the largest
component of personal income--approximately 17 per cent ~as paid out directly by
sugar companies and 10 per cent by pineapple firms.
-2-

i7er~vfederal expenditures again to be sharply reduced, as they v1ere between
1946 and 1950,. the impact upon the territorial economy nould be extremely significant.

It. has been -estimated that each dollar of federal expenditure, re-

spent locally, causes a net increase of about two dollars in local incomes .3 A
million dollar federal cutback, on this calculation, would reduce total personal
incomes by approximately two million dollars.
It may be pointed that Hawaii is not unique in the narrowness of its economic base.

Resort centers like Miami and Atlantic City probably derive a substan-

tially larger portion of their income from visitors than Hawaii; naval bases such
as San Diego may be as economically dependent on the fleet as Honolulu; Washingto~,

n.c.,

v1ith respect to government expenditures, is a one-industry community to an

extent not approached by Hawaii,

Nevertheless, the consequences of a reduction

in employment by a major industry are different for an island area than for a
mainland jurisdiction, where jobless persons can more easily be informed of employment opportunities in other communities, a hundred or five hundred miles away,
which can be reached by an inexpensive automobile or bus trip.

Geographically and

sometimes culturally, many persons in Hawaii feel limited to these islands as an
area of employment.

The

11 out .. migration 11

v1hich r10uld folloYJ as a matter of course

in the case of a local depression on the mainland is slower and more costly in
this Territory.4

3Estimated in unpublished memorandum Economic and Fiscal Effects of Federal
Grant-In-Aid Programs Reouiring Matching Expenditures of the Legislative Reference
Bureau, dated May, 1954. A similar estimate r,as previously made in a 1952 report
prepared by the tax study committee of the Chamber of Commerce in analyzing the
effects of continuing exemptions of sales to federal agencies from the territorial
general excise tax.
Lisee pp. 35-37, below for discussion of proposals for encouraging out-migration
from the Territory.
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Realization of Hawaii's vulnerability to changes in the economic base, especially in the volume of federal expenditures, has stimulated a continued search
by private industries and by governmental bodies for means of bringing a greater
diversity to Hawaii's economy.

This search has contributed to the establishment

of new industries since 1948--cultivation of macadamia nuts, ceramics, processing
of tropical fruits, etc.

The desirability of further diversification is an ob-

jective, stated or implied, r,hich underlies many of the proposals outlined in
this report.
LEGISI.ATIVE CONSIDERATION OF UNEMPLOYMENT AT THE SPECIAL SESSION OF 1954
The territorial legislature, uhich had been convened in special session on
Jipril 20, 1954 to consider statehood problems and recessed on April 29, 17as reconvened on July 28, to complete the first task and to study the growing problem
of unemployment.

Meeting in committee of the r1hole between July 28 and Jiugus t 3,

1954, the Senate heard the follor1ing persons discuss the Territory's economy and
means of expanding it:
1,
2.

3.
4.
5.

6,

7.
8•

9.

Leigh Stevens, Director, Territorial Employment Service, Department of Labor and Industrial Relations.
!L..J!. fiarner, Director, Territorial Planning Board.
Atherton Richards, Financial Advisor; Trustee, Bishop Estate;
Presiqent, Kahua Ranch.
James N. Greenwell, Manager, Harrnii Meat Company.
Arth!!!..Eutledge, Representative, Unity House Group, Hawaii Federation of Labor (H.F.L.).
Robert McElrath, Representative, International Longshoreman's and
Warehousemen's Union, Local 142.
L.A. Henke, Associate Director, Agricultural Experiment Station,
University of Hawaii.
.!l!!mes Francis, Fisheries Research.
Robert S. Craig, Chamber of Commerce; Hauaii Economic Foundation.

Between August 3 and 5, 1954, the House of Representatives, also sitting as
a committee of the r,hole, received testimony on unemployment problems from the
following persons:
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1.
2,

3,
4,

5,

6,
7.

8,
9,
10.

Edward B. Peterson, Director, Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations.
Leigh St~,*
Ben E. Nutter, Superintendent, Department of Public Works.
!Ioseph L. Dwight, President, Board of Agriculture and Forestry.
Marguerite K. Ashford, Commissioner, Department of Public Lands.
Kam Tai Lee, Territorial Treasurer.
H. H. War.mll:. *
Robert S. Craig.*
J. Scott Pratt, Industrial Research Advisory Council.
William Vannatta, County Engineer, City and County of Honolulu.
*Also appeared before the Senate.

The ensuing portions of this report summarize the proposals made by the witnesses before the two legislative chambers, as well as the analyses and programs
publicly discussed outside the legislature.

The index shoTis the proposals made

by the several suggestors and those obtained from other sources r1ith the page numbers on which they appear in this report.

There follows immediately a listing of

these proposals in the order of their discussion in this report.

-5-

PROPOSAIS
I. Proposals for maintaining nurchasing power in the face of unemployment.
b..

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
Proposal 1, Extension of unemployment compensation coverage to all
non-government employees, including agricultural
rmrkers.
Proposal 2, Increase of benefits payable under the unemployment
compensation program,

B, WAGE AND HOUR

IEG~ION

Proposal 3. Raise minimum employment standards established under
territorial law,
Proposal 4, Require payment of prevailing wages on public contracts.
II.

Proposals to ex.Il§.Dd emnlovment oopor.!&.n;i_ties by_ encouraging specific industries.
1;.,

.Ili..£GRICULTURE
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal

B,

5. Expand area of coffee lands and fruit lands,
6.
7.
S.
9,
10.
11.
12.
13.
14,
15,

Plant areas in hardwood trees for lumber production.
Opening of new grazing lands,
Establishment of feed processing plant,
Exempt cattle feed lots from taxation,
Reduce price of territorial lands sold to farmers,
Appropriation for improvement of homestead lands.
Screening of applicants for homestead lands,
Appropriation for Farm Loan Fund.
Appropriation for agricultural marketing aids,
Establishment of cold storage and canning plants,

IN FISHING
Proposal 16. Improving the market for fish.
Proposal 17. Development of fish ponds,
Proposal lS. Sale of marine fish for aquariums,

C.

IN TOURISM
Proposal 19. Increase appropriation to Visitors Bureau.
Proposal 20. Creation of an all-public tourist development agency.

D.

IN MANUFACTURING
Proposal 21. Industrial 11 audit 11 ,
Proposal 22. Promotion of handicraft industries,

E.

IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND_!R.1\1\TSPORTATION
Proposal 23. Adoption of the Baltimore Plan.
Proposal 24, Expa.nsion of inter-island surface transportation.
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III. Prooosals to expand emoloyment ooport[.lDities bv encouraging industry generally.
A.

ENCOURAGING INVESTMENT
Proposal 25. Liberalization of banking laws.
Proposal 26. Establishment of a financial council agency.

B.

TAX REVI§l.QN
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal

C.

27.
28,
29.
30.
31.

Reduction of taxes on new or expanding industries.
Tax inducements for insurance company investments.
Reduction of taxes to bolster consumption~
Property tax revision.
General tax revision.

EXPANSION OF INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
Proposal 32. Larger appropriations for the IRAC.
Proposal 33. Establishment of an industrial research center.

IV. l?!oposals to reduce unemoloyment through direct governmental action,
Ji;..

OUT MIGRATION OF LABOR
Proposal 34. Local recruitment of labor for forrmrd areas.
Proposal 35. Repatriation of aliens,

B.

PUBLIC r:ORKS
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal

Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
D.

36. Creation of a Civilian Conservation program.
37.
38,
39.
40.
41.

Other labor-using public norks,
Expansion of the emergency employment program,
Speed-up of regular public nor ks.
Improvement of tourist attractions.
Long-range unemployment relief program.

42. Expansion of apprenticeship training.

43. Expansion of vocational training,

4~. Establishment of fisheries school;
45, Expansion of teacher training.

FINANCING AND ECONOMIC PL.~NNING
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal
Proposal

46. Establishment of a revolving loan fund.
47. Creation of a territorial economic development authority.
48. Establishment of an economic planning board,
49. Establishment of a central information agency.
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I.

Proposals for maintaining purchasing pm1er in the face of unemplovment.
A.

THE BACKGROUND

UNEMPLOYMENI' COMPENSA'Ll.QN

Hawaii has had an unemployment compensation program since 1937,
tno years after passage of the federal Social Security Act, 1.1hich

·prompted the adoption of similar legislation by each state and organized territory.
Like all states, agricultural employees are not covered for unemployment insuranc~5
but, along nith only 14 states, Hav1aii does include employees of all firms r1ithin
covered industries, even those firms employing just one person.6 Taxes on payrolls
of covered employers, ranging from 2.7 per cent dorm to zero, depend on the

11

ex-

perience rating" of each firm.7
Exclusion of agricultural, governmental, and other employees has acted to
limit the effective scope of unemployment compensation coverage to a small fraction of those out of viork, as shm7n in Table 2,

This fact, coupled ,·1i th the stable

balance in the unemployment compensation reserve fund, probably helped stimulate
the several suggestions made to the legislature that coverage of the program and
its benefits be increased.

[It should be noted that the difference betrreen total

unemployment and the number covered under unemployment insurance in Table 2 includes
those .-,ho have exhausted benefits or Y1ho are othernise not eligible for benefits,
al though \1i thin covered industries, as ,wll as those nor king in non-covered occupations .J

50nly the law of the District of Columbia covers agricultural rIOrkers. In
addition to agricultural employees, other employees and industries exempted under
the unemployment law in Hanaii include: domestic servants; persons employed by
family members; government employees; employees covered by other unemployment insurance systems; employees of tax exempt groups; students in employ of schools or
colleges and student nurses; insurance agents; nei"Jsboys; certain maritime r.1orkers;
fishing industry; and those in the employ of a foreign government.
6Also 1laska and District of Columbia. It must be noted that 5 of these states
have a minimum on time of \"Jork required before employees are covered; others have
minimum amount of earnings required--ranging from 037.50 (Hawaii) to $250 per quarter--before employees are covered, (Source: Table 1 of Preliminary Report of
Federal Bureau of Employment Security, to be published in January, 1955.)
7That is the ratio of compensation payments to persons discharged or laid off
by the firm to its unemployment compensation taxes, both considered cumulatively~
-8-

Table 2.

UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION COVERAGE AND RESERVES
1948-1954
Number Unemployed
Covered under EmTotal ployment Security

Territorial Unemployment
Compensation Reserve
Available for Benef~

As of

Labor Force~f

June JO, 1948
Dec. 31, 1948

197,674
195,699

8,923
13,369

3,162
4,404

$22,994,660
23,571,768

June 30, 1949
Dec. 31, 1949

190,966
187,868

22,564
25,096

9,178
9,618

23,433,319
22,153,169

June 30, 1950
Dec. 31, 1950

188,260
187,739

18,637
10,041

7,259
3,996

21,482,703
21,664,856

June 30, 1951
Dec. 31, 1951

195,424
190,751

9,707
7,098

1,620
1,930

22,202,423
22,596,754

June 30, 1952
Dec. 31, 1952

194,079
194,906

10,244
9,397

2,383
3,618

23,193,787
23,276,397

June 30, 1953
Dec. 31, 1953

196,768
194,466

11,414
10,878

3,341
3,817

23,194,298
23,145,940

June 30, 1954

194,484

15,359

4,952

22,353,677

*Civilian population employed or available for and seeking employment.
Source: Bureau of Employment Security, Department of Labor and Industrial Relations.
PROPOSAL 1.

Extension of unemployment compensation coverage to all non-governmental
employees, including agricultural workers.

Nationally, approximately 70 per cent of all wage earners are covered by unemployment compensation; similarly, in Hawaii in 1953 the Department of Labor and
Industrial Relations estimates that about 68% were so covered.
Arthur Rutledge, representative of the unions comprising the Unity House, and
Robert McElrath of the International Longshoremen and Warehousemen's Union proposed
that the territorial unemployment compensation law be amended to cover all industries and occupations, except, presumably, governmental employment.

Both proposals

were made in general terms, and so did not make it clear whether or not newly covered employees would be immediately eligible for full benefits.
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If such were the

case, the effect would be a manifold increase in claimants upon the reserve fund,
as Table 2 indicates.

How severe would be the resulting depletion of the reserve

fund out of which benefits <1re paid, until checked by increased contributions (expanded by payments for newly-covered employees), cannot be closely estimated on
the basis of available data.
It is also not knovm v7hether agriculture, as a sector of the territorial economy, would be actuarially self-·supporting ni thin the unemployment compensation systern, at the contribution rates nov1 set by lav1.

Mechanization of plantation opera-

tions continually reduces tha manpov1er needs of Hawaii's largest agricultural industry.

Largely as a result of this long-term technological unemployment, total

employment in agriculture continues to decline, falling by 900 17orkers between mid1953 and mid-1954.8

Considering the dominance of plantation labor in agriculture,

investigation nould be required to determine the adequacy of a maximum rate of 2.7
per cent on employersi contributions, if the reserve fund is to be maintained.
Seasonality of emplo;y-rr.ent riould also raise special problems.
PROPOSAL 2.

In£.t..fil!:§.!L.Qf benefits navable under _the unemnlovmmt compensation
proi:i:m.

The Council of Economic Advisors to the 1953 territorial legislature, as well

us the Unity House and ILWU spokes~en, proposed in~!!§eS ig_the present schedule
of unemployment compensation benefits, ,7hich r..ow range from $5 to $25 per v1eek for
n maximum of 20 r1eeks,

030 per week.

Both groups recommended the maximum payment be raised to

[.Averae::e payments in Hawaii in April, 1954 i'lere $21.24 per week,

YJhile the national ave1 r.ge then
1

iWS

$24.66.]9

-·----BTestimony before te~ritorial Senate on July 28, 1954 of Leigh Stevens, Director, Territorial Employment Service, Department of Labor and Industrial Relations,
9social_Security_B1J.ll?t.tn, June, 1954, p. 26.

-10-

Introduction of another element Tiithin unemployment compensation benefits
v1as also proposed by the two union representatives: this is the pa,vment of dependency allov1ances, so that the total payment to unemployed persons t!ould vary nith
the number of their dependents.

The H.F. of L. Unity House program v1as in general

terms; that of the ILVlU suggested $3 per week additional payment for each dependent.

[ Nine states, Alaska and the District of Columbia nor1 all on dependent allow-

ances.]
Extension of the maximum neriod of benefits from 20 to 26 weeks nas a further
suggestion of Mr. Rutledge.

[The longest period of benefits non used--26 v1eeks--

is in operation in 25 states and Alaska.]
B.
THE BACKGROUND

MINIMUM v1AGE-WiXIMUM HOUR LEGISLATION

The legislature adopted a statutory minimum for hourly v,ages in
certain industries in 1941,10 the original minim~~ being set at

25¢ an hour (20¢ an hour outside the City and County of Honolulu).

In 1953 the

minimum r,age nas set at its present level of 65¢ an hour (55¢ an hour outside the
City and County) for v10rk up to 48 hours per ,;reek, labor in excess of that time to
be compensated at time-and-one-half of regular hourly rates.

[Tr1enty-five states,

3 territories, and the District of Columbia alro have minimum wage laws, their
minima ranging from

12!¢

to $1.00 per hour.Jll

Hav,aii 1 s 1,7age and hour lav1 is estimated to cover approximately 80 per cent of
the employing units in the Territory.12

Because of the inclusion of agricultural

10Excluded from coverage under the lar, are persons employed in agriculture
(if less than 20 persons employed), fishing, taxi drivers, caddies, domestic employment, seamen, etc.; those covered by the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act;
persons employed by their immediate family; executives and managers, professional
persons; salesmen and collectors; and those receiving a guaranteed monthly salary
of $300 or more.
11u.s. Department of Labor, State Minimum-L'age Laws and Orders, Supplement II
to Bulletin 227, Revised, January 1953, p. 1,
12r:age and Hour Di vision, Department of Labor and Industrial Relations.
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-r1orkers (if over 20 persons are employed) and other groups, it is assumed that the
effective coverage of the labor force by the y1age and hour lm1 is slightly greater
than the coverage under the employment security lan.
PROPOSAL 3.

Raise minimum employment standards established under territorial law.

The Council of Economic Advisors coupled its recommendation for an increase
in unemployment compensation with a suggestion that territorial minimum employment standards with respect to wages and hours be raised

11

so that they will be in

line with Federal standards. 11 1 3
The representative of the Unity House rrho testified before the Senate at the
recent special session uas more explicit: he recommended that the minimum age
for

11

general employment 11 be raised from sixteen to seventeen,14 that the statu-

tory minimum uage be raised to 85¢ per hour for employers of fewer than eight
persons, to a dollar per hour for employers of eight or more.

He also suggested

that the maximum number of hours, above which overtime rates begin, be reduced
from 48 to 40 hours, with a further reduction to 35 hours, if unemployment continued to increase.15
Previously, in late 1949, a similar proposal for a standard 40-hour work week
had been made by the Joint Council of Teamsters, No. 79, of Hawaii to the Governor 1 s Full Employment Committee.

In summarizing various plans to alleviate unem-

ployment, the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations reports that in rejecting this proposal:

13Report to territorial legislature (May, 1953), p. 20.
14some limited employment is allowed from fourteen to sixteen years of
age.
15From materials furnished Legislative Reference Bureau in amplification of
remarks to Senate committee of the whole.
-12·

The Committee task group on research and planning made a thorough
study of the suggestion [to reduce the work week] and concluded
that the solution for unemployment lies not in spreading of work
but increasing of productivity. Marginal firms forced out of
business by a 40-hour lav1 would only add to the unemployment problem, 16
The Committee did not hazard an estimate as to hor1 many marginal firms might
be forced out of business (and understandably, for such an estimate rmuld be most
difficult to make), nor did it comment on any positive values of the suggestion,
in adding to the volume of employment by non-marginal firms.

In the absence of

data, it can only be stated that as a general principle for a highly competitive
economy, the conclusion of the Committee is justified; nhat is not knorm is the
degree of non-competitiveness in Hawaii I s economy and the extent to nhich it may
permit an increase in minimum wages nithout a commensurate reduction in employment.
That higher wages tend to reduce the demand for labor in the firms affected is uncontrovertable; that overall employment rmuld thereby be reduced is probable, but
not certain; that total rmge payments 1nould be decreased by an increase in minimum
employment standards is ques.tionable.
PROPOSAL 4,

Require payment of Rrevailing wages on nublic contracts.

Federal statutes (r:'alsh-Healy Act, Davis-Bacon Act) require that contractors
working on federal projects pay their employees no less than those wages generally
prevailing in the community for like skills.

It was recommended by the Council of

Economic Advisors and by the Unity House that similar legislation be adopted by the
Territory r1ith respect to ,territorial and county contracts.

The Unity House propo-

sal was made in connection rlith a suggestion that the Territory undertake an enlarged program of public improvements.

(See Proposal 37, below.)

The 1953 legis-

lature had provided, by Act 96, that territorial and county contractors pay timeand-one-half for work in excess of 8 hours per day or 40 per week.

16Department of Labor and Industrial Relations. Undated mimeographed Renart
on Programs Designed to Imnrove the Economy of Hawaii and to Alleviate Unemployment,
p. 7.
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II.

Proposals to expand employment opportunities by encouraging specific
industries.
A.

THE BACKGROUND

An

IN AGRICULTURE

economy which makes intensive utilization of less than 8

per cent of total land area and which depends heavily on only
two major agricultural crops invites suggestions for diversification and expansion.
Over the past several years scores of products have been suggested as sources of
additional mainland dollars or as means of reducing Hawaii's imports of food and
animal feed.
Narrow economic limitations on the expansion of acreage in basic foodstuffs
are, however, apparent.

It has been stated by the University of Hawaii agricul-

tural extension servicel7 that approximately 300 additional acres are all that
would be required to fully supply such additional truck farm crops as can be
profitably sold in local markets for civilian use.

Even with an enlarged demand

for such crops by locally based military forces, it seems clear that an expansion
of this sector of the Islands' economy can be no more than a minor source of new
jobs.

This report, therefore, for the most part concentrates its attention on

areas of greater employment potential.
The general area to which many proposals have been directed is the expansion
of agricultural production for export.

The Territorial Planning Board, in its mi-

meographed report of August 1954, selected coff~ and tropical fruits as offering
promise for expansion.

Former director of the Department of Institutions, Thomas

B. Vance, had made a similar selection in a 1953 publication,18 adding hardwoods
to his list.

______
,

17Quoted in the mimeographed report of the Territorial Planning Board of
August 1954,
p. 9. The report recommended that if additional acreage in truck
gardening is required, it be put into production at Lalamilo, South Kabala, where
water would be available from the reservoir at Kamuela.
18Thomas B. Vance, Director of Institutions. New Potential Industries Suggested for Study to Determine the Possibilities for Success in Hawaii, Jarruary:, 1953.
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PROPOSAL 5.

Expand area of coffee lands and fruit lands.

The Territorial Planning Board recommended that some 1,600 acres of burnedover territorial land in the Panaewa Forest Reserve, near Hilo, be cleared and
made available to homesteaders for coffee growing.

It was estimated by the Board

that an expenditure of about $2,500,000 (including subsistence payments to support
homesteaders during the first five years, in which yields f:rom new trees are inconsequential) would make available for cultivation some 1,280 acres, enough for
80 family farms.

Annual gross returns to the farmers would be upward of $1,000,000,

according to the Board's estimates, even if the then prevailing prices (August,
1954) fell as much as 50 per cent.

Should the Panaewa project prove successful,

the Board pointed out that there are 2,500 to 3,000 additional acres oflands in
territorial forest areas suitable for raising coffee, a standardized crop with a
wide market.19
The Planning Board made no proposals for making available any specified lands
for other promising crops.

It did, however, pick out cultivation of passion~

papaia, and fresh p!neapple (of a small size selected for export as a fresh fruit)
as worthy of encouragement, to which list Mr. Vanee had added avocado~, mangoes,
,mangosteen (an East Indian fruit unrelated to the mango), litchi, as well as "dry
land. 11 taro, and berries--the latter three crops to be raised primarily for local
markets.
PROPOSAL 6.

flant areas in hardwood t ~ f o r lumber production.

Since the destruction of the aboriginal stands of sandalwood under the early
Kamehamehas, Hawaii has had no lumber industry, other than the small cuttings

19The Hawaii Board of Supervisors appropriated $20,000 in December, 1954 for
clearing and improving a portion of the Panaewa Forest area with the expectation
of receiving reimbursement from the Territory, according to the newspaper account.
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necessary to supply the demand for locally constructed furniture, curios, and
objects of art.

Mr. Vance proposed that thousands of acres, unsuitable for agriculture, might
be planted in hardwood trees to be cultivated for production of lumber, for local
consumption and for export.

He suggested that the planting of new hardwood forests

be done under a territorial work program similar to the federal Civilian Conservation Corps of the 1930 1 s, estimating that each 5,000 acres of planting would cost
approximately $1,000,000 20 and would, on maturity, yield some $100,000 annually.
This planting would presumably be done on territorial lands; no suggestion was
made as to how the trees would be turned over to private ownership or management,
or how the forests were to be administered, if retained under governmental control.
PROPOSAL 7.

0Eening of new grazing lands.

Witnesses before the Senate pointed out the Territory's heavy reliance on imported animal feeds (approximately 95 per cent of hog and poultry feed is imported,
25 per cent for dairy cattle, but only some 5 per cent of cattle feed) and the
limitation on cattle production imposed by a relative scarcity of good grazing
lands and feed lots for fattening of cattle.

Readily available in Hawaii is an

ample supply of sugar cane bagasse, pineapple by-products, and molasses (about a
quarter of a million pounds annually); lacking is sufficient protein, sources of
which are being sought by researchers of the University of H~waii. 21

20.QB. cit., pp. 18-19. Vance estimated that per acre yields from hardwood
forests would approximate those from sugar cane lands, but would be realized from
areas which are marginal or submarginal for plantation use.
21 some of the more likely sources mentioned by Louis Henke of the University's
experiment station and others testifying before the Senate are: soya beans, koa
haole, cocoanut meal, and fish meal.
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The Territorial Planning Board propounded that some 6,000 acres of "reasonably
good" cattle grazing lands at Kilauea, Hawaii

previously transferred to the

National Fark Service be reclaimed by the Territory and made available to ranchers.
The Board suggested that discussion by territorial officials with park authorities, offering to move or protect rare trees and plants, might accomplish this
reversion of the lands.22
PROPOSAL 8.

Establishment of feed pro£_~ssing plani,

Two persons testifying before the Senate committee of the whole advanced the
suggestion that the Territory seek the establishment of a local feed processing
plant.

Atherton Richards proposed that the statute authorizing the territorial

Board of Harbor Commissioners to construct bulk storage facilities for rice and
other products (Act 248, Session Laws of 1953) be amended

11

to permit the Harbor

Boar~ to in addition provide dehydrating and processing facilities here on Oahu
primarily, and on the other islands where you can actually raise this foodstuff
[koa haole, soya beans, etc.]. .

11

23 In response to a question by .a senator

as to whether the plant could be constructed by private enterprise, the witness
replied: "Yes, but at the moment I don't see that kind of private enterprise."
James Francis, independent fishing researcher, thought that a processing plant
might be used to convert copra produced in the Trust Territory of the United States
and wastes from the local fishing industry into cattle feed.

He urged that terri-

torial officers seek from the federal government priority to purchase the copra,

-----22August 1954, report, p. 13.
on this proposal.

As of December, 1954, no action had been taken

23Typewritten transcript of Senate testimony, p. 47.
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stating that a local feed plant, using cheap raw materials, might reduce feed
costs to Hawaii cattlemer by as much as one-third. 24
PROPOSAL 9.

~ a t t l e feed lots from taxation.

In order to

11

finish off 11 cattle into a source of prime meat demanded by some

hotels and restaurants, now chiefly supplied by mainland packers, the Territorial
Planning Board pointed out that feed lots, jointly operated by several ranches,
might be economically feasible.

In light of the "unusual financial risk" attend-

ant upon the use of feed lots, the Board recommended that those put into operation
nithin the next two years be exempted from all territorial taxes for a period of
three years. 25
The preceding suggestions have been of the nature of encouragement to specified types of agri~ulturnl produ~tion.

A nQ~ber of other proposals for generally

bettering agriculture in Hawaii, and so stimulating a uide variety of farm and
plantation activities, are reviewed below.
PROPOSAL 10.

Reduce nri-.9!!....Qf t~.;i;:ritorial lands sold to farmers.

During the testimony of Mr. Warner before the Senate, Senator Nobriga raised
the point that direct stimulation to agriculture would be given by a reduction in
the price of lands sold by the territorial government. (11 The territorial government is not in the

land business, and since the administration ••• wants to

make land available to homesteaders ••• why not reduce the original cost of the
homestead land? 11 )
In discussing this suggestion, Mr. Warner pointed out that in the sale of
public lands which have been homesteaded the Organic Act required a determination

24rbia., p. 76.
25Report of August 1954; p. J3.
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of values by appraisers.

(Section 73-j~

He went on to state that the Governor had

also raised the question as to whether change in the law might not be desirable. 26
PROPOSAL 11.
~

Appropriation for improvement of homestead lands.

homestead revolving fund, administered by the Department of Public Lands,

is established to improve homesteads on territorial lands, other than Hawaiian
Homes Commission lands.

In reply to Senate Resolution 20 of the special session,

which requested a report on governmental programs for alleviating unemployment,
the Governor recommended that $500,000 be appropriated to the fund.

The funds,

Mr. Warner stated in his appearance before the Senate, v1ould be expended for clearing land, for constructing roads, and providing utilities for homestead areas.
PROPOSAL 12.

Screening of apnlicants for homestead lands.

To ensure that territorial lands are nro.e available only to persons who both know
how to farm and the economics of farming, the suggestion was made, by the Planning
Board and individually by Mr. ~arner, that the Commissioner of Public Lands be authorized to screen applicants for homesteads or for farm loans, and to eliminate
applications from persons with no demonstrated ability to run a farm or ranch.
Adopting this program would require amendment of the Organic Act. 27
PROPOSAL 13. Appropriation for Farm Loan Fund.
Territorial loans to Hawaii farmers have been made from a farm loan revolving
fund, administered by a board comprised of the Commissioner of Public Lands, the

26senate transcript, p. 30.
27A minimum screening is presently secured under the Hawaiian Organic Act
(Secti9n 73-i) through the provision· that p_ersons v1ho have received loans under
the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act (available only to qualified farmers) may directly purchase public lands. The Commissioner of Public Lands proposes more extensive screening of applicants in addition to this minimum requirement.
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Treasurer, and the Attorney-General. As of September 30, 1954, there were 29
loans, totalling $251,485, outstanding; the amount of $257,583 was available for
loans.28
It was proposed by Mr. l"iarner that the legislature appropriate $1,000,000 to
replenish the farm loan fund.

Under his suggestion, new loans would be limited

to farmers "who qualify to participate under the Farmers Home Administration. 1129
The proposal was repeated, in general terms, in the August report of the Planning
Board (at page 11).
PROPOSAL 14, Ai;mropria tion for agricultural marketing aids.
Tiitnesses testifying before the Senate spoke of the need for assistance to
Hawaii agricultural producers in marketing their produce locally or on the mainland,
assistance that would go beyond the market-estimating services of the agricultural
extension service of the University of Hawaii and the inspection and produce standardization services of the Board of Agriculture and Forestry.
Market surveys and consumer stimulation have been undertaken under grants from
the territorial Indus trial Research Advisory Council for a few nev,ly exploited
commodities--papaias, passion fruit, etc.

This experience contributed, perhaps,

to the suggestion by Atherton Richards that the legislature appropriate money
( 11 some

small percentage of their sales") to the fruit industry for a continuing

marketing program.

He stated:

11

If the legislature would come forward with an ac-

tive backing for some development, I think your banks will step up and proceed to
finance. n30

28Administrators of the Farm Loan Board anticipated that most of the funds
would be distributed shortly upon approval of the Farmers Home Administration for
Waimanalo homesteads,
29senate transcript, pp. 22, 25.
30senate transcript, p. 36.
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In 1953 the

temporary Council of Economic Advisors had gone further to sug-

gest that, failing private efforts to improve marketing of agricultural produce
in Hawaii, that

11 territorial

operation of farmers' markets at wholesale and retail

should be considered. 11 3 1 Territorial law permits and encourages the formation of
agricultural cooperatives, but relatively few have been organized, 23 being in
operation in all islands of the Territory as of December, 1954,3 2

PROPOSAL 15. Establishment of cold storage and canning plants.

A final proposal for expanding agriculture and agricultural employment in
Hawaii was made by Mr. Vance.

Pointing out the difficulties faced by truck farmers

in marketing crops with widely fluctuating supply, and therefore widely fluctuating price, he suggested that a cold storage plant be erected to handle temporary
surpluses and further proposed the construction of commercial C,,§nning and ~ezing
plants for processing of vegetables and fruits.

Whether or not the territorial

government uould finance or operate the proposed plants is not discussed in Mr.
Vance's report.33
B.
THE BACK-

IN FISHIID

Aside from its soil and climate, fishing is at present Hawaii's

GROUND
only natural resource.

As of September, 1954, some 1,564 per-

sons were licensed as commercial fishermen and 544 employed in tuna canning; the
annual catch averaged.over the past two years about 18,878,000 pounds, valued at

31Page 22 of report.
32Treasurer's Office, Territory of Hawaii.

33.Qp. ~., p. 22-23.
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$3,656,ooo.34 Post-War Hawaii remains a fish-importer, rather than a fish-producer,
however, vii th canned and frozen fish products exceeding the value of the local catch.
Vernon E. Brock, director of the fish and game division of the Board of Agriculture and Forestry, recently reviewed the prospects for offshore fishing, as explored by the federal Pacific Oceanic Fishery Investigations operating out of
Honolulu.

Mr. Brock concluded that "if problems of catching, transporting and

processing the fish from this equatorial fishing grounds to the south of Hawaii
[ for albacore and other tuna] could be solved Hawaii might be able to embark upon
the development of a nei7 industry whose potentiality may approach an annual income
to the fishermen of $30,000,000. 11 35
PROPCSAL 16.

Improving the market for fish.

The report of the Planning Board, the 1954 report of the department of business research of the Bank of Havmii,36 nei:rspaper items, and other sources have suggested the desirability of encouraging Hawaii's fishing industry.

Construction of

cold storage facilities (as under Proposal 15) has been proposed to help stabilize
the price of tuna and other commercial fish over the summer months, uhen seasonal
high catches depress prices.

Encouragement of fishermen 1 s cooperatives (as under

Senate Bill 471 and House Bill 252 of the 1953 legislative session) and regulation
of fish marketing have also been proposed to better the competitive position of
fishermen.

A suegestion for training of fishermen is digested below (see Proposal

44).
PROPCSAL 17.

Qevelonment of fish nogds.

The fish ponds of Havmii, an ancient but failing source of food, elicited a
more specific proposal from the Planning Board.

34source:

The Board stated (at page 12 of

Division of Fish and Game, Board of Agriculture and Forestry.

35In memorandum dated July 13, 1954, appended to mimeographed report to Governor King from the Territorial Planning Board, August 18, 1954.
36rslands at Work: The Economv of Hawaii in Action, p. 44.
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its August report) that:

11 A

much smaller, but nevertheless useful, addition to

our economy may be developed by the Territory cleaning and leasing the territorial
owned fish ponds on Molokai, provided such an expenditure would prove feasible."
PROPOSAL 18.

Sale of marine fish for aquariums.

Expansion of sport fishing as a means of attracting more tourists was suggested by Mr. Brock.

He also included in his memorandum the suggestion that

11

a

ten to twenty thousand dollar business could be built up on the sale of salt water
aquarium fish from Hawaiian waters.

Should success be realized in some the handling

procedure now being experimented with, it is likely that this estimate could be
multiplied by a factor of four or five times .n.37
C.

IN TOURISM

Tourism, one of the more rapidly growing sectors of Hawaii's economy, has been
the subject of several proposals for legislative action in the past few years.
PROPOSkL 19.

Increase appropriation to Visitors Bureau.

The Council of Economic Advisors recommended to the 1953 legislature that the
Territory increase its matching grant to the Hawaii Visitors

Bureau to an amount

"not to exceed $700, 000 11 per biennium; ($525,000 was appropriated).
further suggested that the Bureau also receive

The Council

a non-matching legislative grant

for development in cooperation with territorial agencies, of tourist recreational
facilities and for "encouragement of investment in new private tourist accommodations.1138 Details of the program were not supplied.
The report of the Planning Board, remarking that the tourist industry was
11

undoubtedly the most promising field for increasing our territorial income and for

37At p • .3 of memorandum attached to August 1954 report of the Planning Board.
38g£. cit., Council of Economic Advisors, p. 23.
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providing additional jobs 11 , made similar suggestions.

It recommended a biennial

appropriation to the Visitors Bureau of $1,300,000 and the undertaking of beach
improvements and other public works which might enhance tourism in Hawaii.39

(See

Proposal 40 for a discussion of the public mrks program.)
Mr. Robert Craig, in addressing the House of Representatives at the special
session, spoke of the need for more research on visitors 1 attitudes in shaping the
expansion of the tourist industry.

The 1954 economic report of the Bank of Hawaii

mentioned the desirability of another kind of research, one directed toward longrange planning for the uniform growth of the industry.

"The need is for a forward-

looking manual based on prospective growth, outlining when and what new developments must be undertaken if the visitor industry is to move forward in balance.rr40
PROPOSAL 20.

Creation of an all-nubile tourist development agency.

A different approach to seeking the expansion of tourism in Hawaii was taken
by a bill introduced before the last regular session of the territorial legislature.
Senate Bill 555 of 1953, v1hich was not enacted, vmuld have created a territorial
recreational development commission, supported half by public funds and half by
private funds administered as a public agency.

The commission would have been em-

powered to make loans for hotel construction, to manage recreational areas, to integrate the recreational program of the Territory and to take other action in catering to tourists and residents, in addition to promoting travel to Hawaii.
D.
TEE BACK-

IN Wi.NUFACTURING

The post-war search in Hawaii for a more diversified economy

GROUND
has evoked a large number of nominations of potential manufac-

39A portion of the motor fuel tax would have been earmarked for a tourism development fund, to be expended by the Visitors Bureau, under Senate Bill 365. The
bill failed of enactment by the legislature in 1953.
40Islands at Wq!Ji;, pp. 42-43 o
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turing activities which would utilize the scarce natural resources of the Islands.
A group from the Armour Research Foundation of Illinois, under contrect ni th the
Industrial Research Advisory Council, in March, 1954, surveyed the following
twenty-seven "potential industries" for Hawaii:
1. Paper and cardboard container
industry
2. Bottle and glass container industry
3. Fabricated metal industry
4. Anhydrous ammonia production
5. Volcanic lava and ash for building
materials
6. Volcanic ash for fertilizer
7. Vegetable oil industry based on
castor bean, avocado, etc,
8. Salt recovery by solar evaporation
9. Foundry, ferrous and nonferrous
10. Paints, wood preservatives, corrosion preventatives, adhesive, ink
11. Tannin (wattle, koa extracts)
12. Cast iron soil pipe manufacturing
13. Clay sewer pipe
14. Hydrochloric acid
15. Wood chemicals (destructive distillation)

Of this group, two were selected

11

16. Alkali manufacturing
17. Vitamins and pharmaceuticals from
brev1ery wastes (yeast)

18. Plastic pipe and other plastic
products

19. Organic waste from sewage and garbage
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

27.

for fertilizer
Napier grass as substitutes for
alfalfa meal
Rum industry
Exotic liquers (kona coffee, lilikoi,
banana, pineapple)
Indus tr1a.liza tion of poi (dehydrated,
extract or concentrate)
Coconut by-products (coir, soap,
oils)
Acetylene industry
Tobacco and tobacco by-products
Toy manufacturing

as being the most promising am having sound

possibility of aiding in broadening the economic base of Hanaii. 11

They are the

ceramics and building materials industry (including production of bottles, building
tile, cement, ceramic building blocks, terracotta pipe, pottery, etc.) and fabrication of metals (including casting, concrete reinforcing rods, structural shapes,
special forgings for plantations, etc.).
Titanium, discovered in accessible deposits in the last fe\7 years, was also
considered as the basis of a new industry,

The brmour survey team pointed out,

however, that in view of the presently limited market for this light rreight fissionable metal and subsequent discovery of richer deposits in l7yoming, Hawaii's
titanium supply may not be currently of commercial importance.

Its report instead

suggested the mining of ceramic clays nhich occur in combination nith titanium,
producing the latter as a by-product for future exploitation.
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PROPOSAL 21.

Industrial "audit •11

Preliminary to the launching of any of these potential new industries, the
Armour report suggested that a "technological audit" of the industries be undertaken.

Such an audit presumably would look to the sources and costs of ingre-

dients, the optimum size of plant and optimum plant lay-out, possibility of shipping and storing ingredients and products, etc., all undertaken (perhaps along
with market surveys) to determine the possibility of the enterprise and the problems which would have to be solved.

The report did not go into the question of

the agency, public or private, which should undertake the "audit. 11
PROPOSaL 22.

Promotion of handicraft industr~.

The Governor's Full Employment Committee had recommended in 1949 that a study
be made of Hawaii's diverse, small-scale handicraft industries--including lauhala,
ceramic, wood, tapa products, etc.--and that there be established on the Board of
Agriculture and Forestry a department of island industries to promote the expansion of these trades.41
A survey was undertaken in 1951 under a grant by the Industrial Research Advisory Council and disclosed that some 672 persons42 were then engaged in various
handicraft industries throughout the Territory.

No action has been taken, however,

toward establishment of the proposed department of island industries.

41r. H. Department of Labor and Industrial Relations. Undated mimeographed
report, Report on Programs Designed to Improve the Economy of Hawaii and to Alleviate Unemployment, p. 7.
42rndustrial Research Advisory Council. Survev of Hawaiian Handicrafts.
June, 1951, p. 61. This figure does not include employment in several small crafts
for which no reliable data were available.
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E.

IN BUILDINQ CONSTRUCTION AND TRANSPOil'I'ATION

PROPCSAL 2.3. Adoption of.. The Baltimore Plan.
The "Baltimore plan" for rehabilitating urban properties has received attention in Hawaii as throughout the nation.

Leigh Stevens, director of the terri-

torial employment security service, proposed adoption of the plan as a means of
stimulating employment in the construction industry.
Under the Baltimore plan special courts, staffed with building inspectors,
are established to ensure that owners of rundovm tenements and other dilapitated
structures improve their buildings to established standards, or face quick trial
and punishment,

Adoption of the plan vmuld require enabling legislation, probably

by the territorial government even if administration is made a county function.
PROPOSAL 24.

ExDan§ion of inter-island surfs.Se t;...§.nsoortation.

Since the cessation of scheduled, inter-island steamer service late in 1949,
Jnly barge traffic and unscheduled calls of west coast freighters provide surface
transportation between the islands of Hawaii,

Traffic v1hich v1ould go by truck,

train, or ship in other parts of the United States, including vegetables and livestock, are here frequently transported by air.
To supply a less expensive means of moving commodities, and for supplementing
the passenger service of Ha\iaii 's two scheduled airlines, the Council of Economic
Advisors proposed continued study of surface transportation.

"Government subsidy

or tax adjustments may be justified on this case. 11 4.3
Governor King recently suggested that federal aid be sought to subsidize interisland shipping.

After requesting the Department of the Interior to investigate

the possibility of a federal grant, he stated:

4.30
.Y.12,

't
.91_.,

p. 23.
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I feel there is a hiatus between the fast expensive air freight and
the much cheaper, but slower barge freight • • . • The best solution
• • • v10uld be for private industry to enter this field. • •• However, the costs for v1ater transportation are so high that private
transportation would need some grant of Federal subsidy.44

44Reported in Honolulu Advertiser, December 1, 1954.
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III.

Proposals to expand employment opportunities by encouraging industry
generallY.,
Several suggestions for expanding Hawaii's economy go to the problem of

improving the business climate or of making new facilities available to industry
in general.

In a broad sense, all ideas for making Hawaii a healthier, better

educated, or more efficient community would fall in this broad category.

Some

proposals, however, are sufficiently closely related to economic activity to
warrant inclusion in this survey of plans to combat unemployment.
A.
PROPOSAL 25.

ENCOURAGING JNVESTMENT

Liberalization of banking laws.

"Foreign" (i.e. mainland as well as alien) banks are limited to a narrow
range of banking functions in Hawaii by territorial statute (Section 8085, Revised
Laws of Hawaii 1945).

Another provision of law (Section 8013) requires that at

least three of each bank's directors (of a minimum of five) be residents of the
Territory.

The effects of these statutes have been to exclude the establishment

of mainland banks or of their branches in Hawaii and, so it has been urged, to
limit the amount of capital locally available for loans and investments.
The report of the Council of Economic Advisors recommended that:

11

The

[territorial] banking laws should be appropriately amended so that mainland banks
could be established here,1145
PROPOSAL 26.

Establishment of a financial council agency.

Robert Craig, in testifying before the cormnittee of the whole, House of
Representatives, at the special session of 1954 spoke of the need of an agency to

45.QI2. cit., p. 21.
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give advice to local firms as to how and where to seek risk capital for their
business ventures.

Whether such an agency should be private, public, or comprised

(like the Visitors Bureau) of both private and public members was not specified.
B•

TAX REVIS I ON

Revision of Hawaii's tax laws in the interest of expanding or stabilizing
the territorial economy has been the subject of many recent suggestions and of
bills introduced before each legislature.

Tax changes relating to specific

industries are included elsewhere in this report;46 outlined here are proposals
for tax revision intended to encourage the economy generally.
PROPOSAL 27.

Reduction of taxes on new or expanding industries.

Appearing as a witness before both the Senate and the House of Representatives
during the special session, Robert Craig suggested partial or complete tax exemptions for new enterprises.

He mentioned the multiple general excise (or gross

income) tax as being particularly burdensome to growing businesses.

The only

exemption under the present general excise tax law--other than those to nonprofit organizations and firms, such as public utilities, which pay special taxes
in lieu of the general excise--is on sales to instrumentalities of the federal
government.
PROPOSAL 28.

Tax inducements for insurance company investments.

The use of tax reduction to encourage insurance companies to invest in
Hawaiian industry was proposed by the Council of Economic Advisors in 1953,47
Recommended was a sliding scale for the present taxes on insurance premiums, the

46see Proposals 9 and 24.
47op. cit., p. 21.
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tax rate to be lowered as the rates of an insurance firm's investments in Hawaii
increased relative to its total investments in all jurisdictions.

Texas has

utilized such a tax device since 1905.
The territorial insurance commissioner reported that, as of December 31, 1953,
insurance companies doing business in Hawaii--both those locally incorporated48
and those incorporated elsewhere--had the following local investments:49
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans
Government Bonds
Utilities
Industrial & i1isc.
Real Estate

PROPOSAL 29.

$2,304,958
278,496
5,807,986
304,427
1,205,140
982600
$9,999,607

Reduction of taxes to bolster consumption.

A different approach to tax revision was offered by labor union officials
appearing before the Senate.

Arthur Rutledge proposed substitution of income

taxes for taxes on consumption, such as the general excise tax.

Robert HcElrath

suggested the repeal of the flat 2 per cent tax on compensation and dividends
and its replacement by a comprehensive graduated net income tax.50

In both

instances it was pointed out tlat consumption would be bolstered by a shifting of a
portion of the total tax burden from persons in lower income brackets and that
the economy would thereby be strengthened.
PROPOSAL,30.

Proper~ax revision.

Mr. Rutledge further recommended a change in property tax laws and

/

48under a 1953 statute (Act 226) local insurance companies pay 5 to 50 per
cent less than the rate imposed on mainland and alien firms.
49Territory of Hawaii.

Insurance Commissioner's Report, 1954, pp. 14 & 15.

50rn extension to remarks before Senate committee of the whole supplied to
the Legislative Reference Bureau.
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tax administration to the end that undertaxed properties would bear a larger
portion of the levy.

He argued that appraisal of land at its "fair market

value," considering its best economic use, by exerting pressure on owners to put
their land to its most profitable employment would promote a better utilization
of land resources.
PROPOSAL 31.

General tax revision.

The Council of Economic Advisors included in its report51 a finding that
the economic health of Hawaii required that its "taxation should minimize detrimental effects on the growth of enterprise and [should] distribute the tax
burden fairly. 11
lature, as a

11

It endorsed Senate Bill 695, then pending before the 1953 legis-

step forward in the tax program of the Territory which would assist

local production and manufacturing."

A program of tax reform was recommended in The ~e~2rt Ef the Governor 1 s
4dvisory Committee .Q!! Taxation, dated February 10, 1954.

Major recommendations

included: revising the general excise tax (primarily through eliminating or reducing
the levy on producing and middlemen operations and through increasing the tax on
retail sales); expanding the compensation-wage tax to cover all income, coupled
with a reduction in rate from 2 to 11/2 per cent; repealing the 75 per cent
credit of the latter tax under the personal net income tax; taxing banks and
public utility firms under general, instead of special taxes; and increasing
liquor and tobacco tax rates, to 14 and 20 per cent, respectively.
C.

EXPANSION OF HIDUSTRIAL RESEARCH

The Industrial Research Advisory Council, established by the territorial

5l.QE. cit., pp. 20-21.
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legislature in October 1949, has provided grants for surveys, experiments, pilot
tests, and market studies for the development and expansion of several areas of
agriculture and fisheries in Hawaii.52 Limitation of time, funds, and facilities
has apparently precluded comparable activity with respect to manufacturing and
other non-agricultural production, except for the study of handicraft and the
Armour survey, previously mentioned.53
PROPOSAL 32.

Larger appropriations for the Industrial Research Advisori_Q2.S!!£il.

Leigh Stevens, testifying before the Senate connnittee of the whole, stated:
"We think industry needs the same attention and study that IRAC gave agriculture,
to know where they are going •.• before they get new capital."

He suggested a

larger appropriation for the Council to enable it to undertake a wide program.
PROPOSAL 33.

jstablishment of an industrial research center.

J. Scott B. Pratt, former Chairman of the Industrial Research Advisory
Council, and Robert Craig told the House of Representatives and the Senate during
the recent special session of the need for continued and expanded business
research.

The latter proposed that the legislature invite the Stanford Research

Institute, a non-profit and independent arm of Stanford University specializing,
among other things, in industrial and marketing research, to establish a branch
office in Honolulu.

House Resolution No. 17 extended such an invitation.54

The Stanford Research Institute subsequently did set up a Honolulu office,

52see IRAC reports to the 1951 and 1953 legislatures.
53 see pp. 24-26.
54Resolution was adopted_on August 5, 1954.
A non-profit industrial research and engineering center for Hawaii, either
governmental or jointly financed by private industries, was suggested by the
Armour survey team. (See Proposal 21, s~pra.)
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on September 27, 1954, staffed by six researchers.

Among its initial contracts

was a grant from the Industrial Research Advisory Council to review the product
of IRAC activities, to evaluate "the needs of IRAC for new information, ..•• and
to develop conclusions which will indicate the future patterns of a program of
industrial research.1155

55IRAC Mewsletter, No. 47 (November 1954).
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IV.

Proposals to reduce unemployment through direct governmental action.
All of the proposals reviewed in this report require some activation or

encouragement by government primarily through appropriations to public or quasipublic agencies and by amendments to territorial laws. In each of the foregoing
proposals, however, the government appears in a relatively passive role, as a
setter of rules (as with respect to wage and hour, tax, and land laws) or as a
stimulator of private enterprise (as a seller of land, granter of subsidies,
patron of research).

The following proposals would require a more direct engage-

ment by the Territory in the tasks of reducing unemployment and expanding Hawaii's
economic base.
A.

OUTMIGRATION OF LABOR

One direct means of reducing the volume of unemployment is to encourage or
arrange for the departure from the territory of persons in the work force: even
if already locally employed their departure would create job opportunities for
those presently unemployed.
PROPOSAL 34.

bocal recruitment of labor for for~ard areas.

Hawaii serves as a natural recruiting area for persons, largely construction
workers, needed on federal installations on Guam, Okinawa, and other forward areas
in the Pacific.

Joseph Upsher S~ith, executive secretary of the (federal) Regional

Defense Mobilization Committe:e was recently quoted56 as
this local recruitment.

urging an expansion of

Such an expansion would presumably require programming by

the territorial Department of Labor and Industrial Relations as well as the federal
Civil Service Commission.

56rn Honolulu Star-Bulletin, December 13, 1954.

------
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PROPOSAL 35.

Repatriation of aliens and return of unemployed to mainland.

A substantial outmir~ation of persons from Hawaii's labor force has apparently occurred in the past several years.

Of Filipinos alone, including both

aliens and American national~ more than 3,500 were repatriated to the Philippines
from Hawaii since 1947.57
A proposal for territorial action to encourage additional outmigration was
made before the Senate committee of the whole by Robert McElrath.

He suggested

an appropriation of funds "so the Territory can offer to resident aliens who care
to depart free transportation for himself and family, to depart voluntarily from
the Territory for permanent residence in a foreign country. 11 58
That the number of persons who might be removed from the ranks of the unemployed through a repatriation program is not a large one is indicated by the testimony of Leigh Stevens, director of the Employment Security Service, before the
Senate during the 1954 special session.

Referring, again, to persons of Filipino

ancestry, among whom the rate of unemployment has frequently been high, he stated:
In 1946 the Territory imported 6,000 males 'and 1,000 females and
children •.•• But going back through my active files in my Honolulu
office, I had only 102 of the 1946 group registered with me as unemployed .... In Honolulu we have 1,500 classified as non-citizen
[Filipino unemployed], but they are the older group that came prior
to that [1946].
The territorial Employment Service Advisory Council, considering the unemployment problem in October 1949, recommended a program of loans to persons wishing
to return to the American mainland,

It advised59 reviving a measure, Senate Joint

57Estimate quoted in August 23, 1954 report of Territorial Planning Board, p.5.
58Transcript of hearing, p. 67.
59Quoted in U.S. Department of Labor, Employment Security Bure~u, Qommuni_!,,y
Erograms to_Combat Unemployment, p. 7.
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Resolution 29, which had been intended to accomplish this purpose but which had
failed of passage at the regular legislative session of 1949.
B.

PUBLIC WORKS

A second means of relieving unemployment is a governmental work program.

A

number of suggestions for public works to be undertaken by the territorial government have been presented for consideration of the legislature.

Some of them form

part of developmental programs--new agricultural lands, tourist recreational sites,
etc.--while others are primarily concerned with the creation of jobs for the unemployed, and only secondarily with the results of their labor.
PROPOSAL 36.

Creation of a Civilian Con~ation frogram.

A recurring proposal in the past several years is that the territorial government establish an employment program similar to the federal Civilian Conservation
Corps of the 1930 1 s. (It may be noted that at the peak of its operations in Hawaii,
in 1936, the CCC employed 1,200 young men in forestry camps throughout the Territory.

A 1939 report of the Territorial Planning Board stated that the members of

the Corps planted some two million trees in forestry reserves.)60
A Hawaiian Civilian Conservation Corps would have been established within the
Board of Agriculture and Forestry under Act 63 of the 1949 special session.

The act

appropriated $3,000,000 of bond funds for the Corps, but the necessary consent of
Congress was not obtained, and, after the peak of unemployment had passed, the act
was repealed in 1951 (Act 321).

60T. H. Department of Labor and Industrial Relations. Report on Programs D.§.:
~igned to Improve the Economy of Hawaii and to Alleviate Unemploymen!,, p. 2.
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The Governor's Full Employment Committee in 1949 recommended a CCC program to
combat unemployment and

11

t0 increase the resources of the Territory".61 Robert

I:.!cElrath made a similar suggestion before the Senate at the 1954 special session,
urging the formation of a CCC
PROPOSAL 37.

11

to take care of unemployment between 17 and 25 11 • 62

Other labor-using public works.

Arthur Rutledge suggested that priority be given in territorial and county
public works to those projects which use manpower, rather than machine power, so
that the expenditure of any given amount of public funds would employ the large~t
possible number of persons.

He further suggested that contracts awarded to private

contractors incorporate minimum wage requirements.63 (See Proposal

4.)

William Vannatta, chief engineer of the City and County of Honolulu, gave as
his opinion in testifying before the House of Representatives at the special session that what should be sought for the employment program were public works utilizing "up to 95 per cent" of an appropriation for wages.

Pointing out that on

oany public works only a third or less of total expenditures were paid out directly
to employees, he suggested appropriations to public agencies for cleaning parks and
streams, improving beaches, and landscaping schools--all projects requiring considarable manpower.

61

Ibid., p. 6.

64rranscript of hearings before the Senate committee of the whole, p. 66.
63 rn extension to remarks before Senate committee of the whole, supplied to
t;:1e Legislative Reference Bureau.
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Two House bills, H.B. 475 of the 1949 regular session and H.B. 98 of the
1949 special session, stipulated that not less than three-fourths of the bond funds
they would have appropriated for public works ($10,000,000 and $25,000,000, respectively) must be spent for labor costs.

Thomas Vance, in commenting on these bills

--both of which passed the lower House but failed of passage in the Senate--stated
that the labor requirement "would have made it extremely difficult if not impossible to plan the use of the ••• bond issues so as to expand and improve the base of
our economy.

The major purpose of the bills was simply to create more jobs. 116 4

PROPOSAL 38. mxpansion of the ~ergenCI employment program.
Governor King ordered the creation of the Hawaii Employment Program on July 20:
1954, when the volume of reported unemployment had reached about 12,600. 6 5 The
Bureau of Employment Security worked out a formula for allocating funds among the
islands for the program, which funds were obtained from the governor's contingent
fund (fed by lapsed departmental appropriations).

Unemployed men, paid at the rate

of $9.00 per day, were employed by the Territory under the direction of the Department of Public Works and the Board of Agriculture and Forestry on various projects,
e.g. improvement of public grounds and buildings, road improvement, mosquito control, etc.

Employment by the Hawaiian Employment Program from August through Decem-

ber has been as follows:

64 .
.Q.l?.:. cit., pp. 1-2.

65~

cit., Territorial Planning Board, p. 1.
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Number Employees in Territory
Agriculture
Public
~nd Forestrya
Works
Total
August
September
October
November
December
a
b
c
d
e

As
As
As
As
As

of
of
of
of
of

428

319
537
509

986
959
545
3~

242

17
Sources:

last day of the month.
9-1-54.
9-29-54.
11-3-54.
12-1-54.

Department of Public
Works.
Board of Agriculture
and Forestry.

Senate Bill 7 of the special session of 1954 authorized the governor to allot
to the territorial Department of Public Works and to the four county boards of
supervisors all portions of unexpended appropriations for the biennium ending June
30, 1955, for an expansion of the works program.
PROPOSAL 39.

The bill failed of passage.

Speedu.2_.of regular public works.

The Territorial Planning Board, in its report of August 23, 1954, suggested
that all existing appropriations for public construction be put under bid by February 1955, in order to stimulate employment in the construction industry.

It was

announced just previous to the report that the governor's office had ordered a
speedup of the public works program of the Territory, then estimated to include some
$93,000,000 of construction.66
PROPOSAJL 40.

Improvement of tourist attractions.

There was appended to the report of the Territorial Planning Board, issued in
August 1954, an outline prepared in the preceding month by the tourist industry committee of the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce.

66

The 23-page outline listed 16 projects--

Honglulu_§tar-Bulletin, August 4, 1954, p. 12.
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four on Oahu, four on Hawaii, two on Maui, two on Molokai, one on Lanai, and three
on Kauai--covering a variety of facilities, from roads and trails to lodges and
ski-lifts, designed to create better recreational facilities for tourists and residents of the Territory.67

A rule of thumb used by the committee is that one man-

year of employment would be created for each $10,000 of construction costs; its
estimates of expenditures for the several projects showed construction costs ranging f~om $100,000 (for a lookout at Koko Crater on Oahu) to $6,550,000 (for rerouting of Kalakaua Avenue in Uaikiki).
PROPOSAL 41.

Long-range unemployment relief program.

Marguerite Ashford, Commissioner of ~ublic Lands, in the discussion before the
House of Representatives, spoke of a

11 long-range 11

program for the relief of unem-

ployment, as opposed to the solution of the immediate problem of high unemployment.
She mentioned specifically the restoration of fishponds, the development of new
0offee areas, and road improvements as those likely to provide continuing benefits
to the territorial economy.68 The Territorial Planning Board added reforestation,
beginning on Molokai, to this proposal for a long-range program.69

67 Money-making facilities, such as lodges and restaurants, would apparently be
leased to private concessionaires. The outline included estimates of private employment at the facilities created or improved, as well as estimates of new territorial tax revenues generated, calculated at 10 per cent of the gross receipts of
the privately managed facilities.
68
As quoted in the Nonolulu Star-Bulletin, August 5, 1954.
690
·t ' p • 4.
11.E.:. .9.L.:.
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C.

TRAINING OF P~SONNEL

Within a general surplus of labor, relative to the existing demand, there may
be shortages of specific skills.

Recent proposals to remedy such shortages in

Hawaii are reviewed here.
PROPOSAJL 42.

Expansion of apprenticeship training.

The report of the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations on unemployment
programs noted that

11

the Territory requires 10 per cent [~f apprenticesJ in skilled

occupations in normal times.70

In view of the fact that a number of indentured ap-

prentices then in training was considerably smaller than this indicated level of

10 per cent, the report recommended an expansion of the apprenticeship program,
which is administered by the territorial Apprenticeship Council.
PROPOSAJL 43.

~Eansion of vocational training.

A program of vocational training for trades and cra~s is regularly conducted
by the Department of Public Instruction.
Senate, proposed:

11

Arthur Rutledge, in testifying before the

JLet us ••• build a couple of [additional] vocational schools ••••

Industry is suffering from having too many inefficient employees because they
haven't been taught to do the job properly ••••

Vocational schools are a neces-

sity. n?l
PROPOSAL 44.

Establishment of fisheries school.

Bills drafted for the territorial legislature have provided that training in
commercial fisheries be undertaken by the University of Hm7aii.

Such courses, ad-

ded to the present research and zoology programs of the UniversitY,were urged as a
means of botter equipping Hauaii's fishermen to exploit the fish resources of the
Central Pacific.

Similar curricula are found at the Universities of Michigan and

Washington.

70912..:. ~ ' p. 8.
71rranscript of hearings before the committee of the nhole, special session of
1954, p. 56.
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PROPOSAL

45. Expansion of teacher training.

A rapid increase in public school enrollment has resulted in a severe shortage
of teachers in the Department of Public Instruction.7 2

In part, this shortage can

be met by recruiting teachers from the mainland United States, but, in the interest
of a more stable teaching corps as well as a means of qualifying local residents
for this employment, an expansion of teacher training has been sought.
Bruce l'lhite, Dean of the Teachers' College of the University of Hawaii--only
normal school in the Territory--working with the other administrators of the University, has prepared two programs for enlarging the number of persons graduated by
the Teachers' College.

Either of the proposed plans can go into effect immediately

upon receiving an additional appropriation,

Under the first or emergency program,

the Teachers' College would accept graduates from other university curriculums.
Through an accelerated program,includ:ing tuo summer sessions and one additional year,
they would receive a regular teaching certificate after a total of five years and
two summers of university work, rather than the normal five years in Teachers' College.

The second program calls for an expansion of the present Teachers' College

facilities from a maximum of 150 to 325 students each year.
D.

BACKGROUND

FINANCING AND ECONOMIC PLANNING

The same opinion of inadequate risk capital which prompted the
suggestion that for business e"'J~nsion mainland banks be per-

mitted to function in Hawaii (see Proposal 25) apparently underlies proposals for
territorial appropriations to supply or guarantee business loans.

In addition,

72
of the 1,633 new teachers hired by the Department of Public Instruction since
1951, 50 per cent have received only temporary appointments because of the inability
to secure trained teachers with Island residence,
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proposals have been made for the creation of an agency to direct the flow of investment among alternative uses.
PROPOSAL 46. Establishment of revolving loan fund.
The August 1954 report of the Territorial Planning Board suggested the appropriation of a $5,000,000 revolving fund "to assist in financing, production and
marketing operations in connection with the many potential opportunities available
for increasing Hawaii's agricultural and industrial production".

This proposal

apparently contemplates direct governmental loans, as well as guaranteeing of bank
loans, for it speaks of assistance in 11 financing the development of nerr industries
••• and other ent-B-rprises nhich are unable to obtain loans from private and [federal]
government sources.1173
PROPOSAL 47.

Creation of a tfil:tl~orial economic development authority.

A measure introduced before the special session of 1954 (Senate Bill 6) would
also have made an appropriation--$4,000,000 was the amount--for industrial and agricultural loans.

In addition to making loans, the economic development authority

established under the bill would have been empowered itself to undertake production
where private enterprisers failed to take advantage of entrepreneurial opportunities.
PROPOSAL 48. Establishment of an economic planning board.
It was proposed by Arthur Rutledge that a planning board be created by legislative act, to be composed, equally, of representation of labor, management, and the
general public.

The board would be authorized to study economic and employment

73~ cit., p. 2,
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trends in Hawaii, to consider and make recommendations to the legislature concerning economic development, and, finally, functioning as a "little RFC", to make loans
of public funds to industries with growth potential, where private capital is want•
1'ng • 74

PROPOSAL 49. Establishment of a central information agency.
A kind of economic agency, but one of distinctly more limited scope than the
one just outlined, was proposed in the 1954 report of the Bank of Hawaii on the
state of the territorial economy.75 Remarking that there are six "centers of activity in which daily decisions are made that continuously affect our entire economy"
--plantations, the business community, labor unions, the federal defense establishment, the civilian agencies of the United States, and the territorial government-the report stressed the need for an interchange of information and plans among these
sectors of the economy in their mutual interest.
A center for collection and analysis of economic data would accomplish this

interchange, to review economic developments and point up critical problems, and to
make suggestions for stimulating the economic growth of Hawaii.

The agency con-

templated by the Bank of Hawaii report, however, would have no policy-making or
operating powers.

74:rn typewritten extension of remarks before Senate at the 1954 special session, supplied to the Legislative Reference Bureau.
75Eank of Hawaii, Islands at Work, p.

JIJ.
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EMPLOYMENI' TRENDS SINCE JULY 1954
Even as the legislature was holding its hearings, the upward trend of unemployment had begun to reverse.

Although the data available in mid-year to the

legislators indicated a sharp rise in unemployment (Table 1), the number of unemployed have decreased significantly since June.
Table 3.
MONI'HLY AVERAGE
TCTrAL

TCTrAL

CIVILIAN
EMPLOYMENT

IABOR FORCE

UNEMPLOYMENI'

Number

%of
Labor Force

June
July
August
September
October
November
Average:

194,484
201,173
201,516
196,702
197,021
195,962

159,570
168,950
169,970
166,640
167,500
166,150

15,.359
12,620
11,940
10,750
10,180
10,190

7.9
6 •.3
5.9
5.5
5.2
5.2

JANUARY-NOVEMBER

194,807

163,506

11,904

6.1

~1

Estimates of the Bureau of Employment Security, T.H. Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations.

Various reasons have been suggested as contributing to this decrease in unemployment.

One of the primary factors was the withdrawal of students from the

labor market after the summer vacation.

Coupled with this, the return of the

25th Infantry Division of the Army to Hawaii in October brought approximately
15,000 soldiers plus their families and has led to an increase of job opportunities.
Other factors have influenced both the prospective labor situation and the
general economic outlook of the Territory. The announcement in November, 1954
by the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey that they would be building an oil refinery in Hawaii, at a cost of $.30,000,000 or more, \"lhich would employ some 700-800
persons to service the entire Pacific area, tentative decisions to base additional
military forces in Hawaii, plans for large-scale expansion of tourist facilities,
have all tended in recent months to more optimistic expectations of local employnart;.
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Generally, it appears that the urgency for short-run unemployment solutions
has

decreased.

However,,analysis of the reasons for Hawaii's high percentage

of unemployment (an average of 5.7% from 1950-1953 as compared to 3,3% 76 en the
mainland) and consideration of programs to stimulate continued expansion in employment opportunities may still be desirable,

76source: President's Council of Economic Advisors, Economic Indicators,
December, 1954.
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INDEX l7ITH PAGE REFERENCES
1

AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY, BOARD OF
Marketing problems, 20; potential of fishing industry, 22; department of island industries within recommended, 26; bi 11 to include Hawal Ian Civi llan Conservation Corps under, 37; Hawaii Empl,yment Program, 39-40.
APPROPRIATIONS, REQUESTS FOR
Governor recommends $500,000 for homestead revolving fund, 19; H. H. Warner recommends
$1 1000,000 for farm loan fund, 20; Atherton
Richards suggests appropriation for fruit marketing program, 20; Counci I of Economic Advisors
recommends appropriations to H,V.B., 23; Planning
Board recommends $1,300,000 appropriation for
H,V,B., 24; for !RAC to promote industrial research, 33! comments on requiring three-fourths
of appropriation for pub I ic works to be for labor,
39; for revolving loan fund, 44,
ARMOUR RESEARCH INSTITUTE (See I.R.A,C.)
Potential industries for Hawaii, 25; limited market for titanium in Hawai 11 25; mining of ceramics and fabrication of metals, 25; suggests "technological audit" of potential industries, 26; mentioned in connection with l,R,A,C, research, 33,
ASHFORD, MARGU~RITE (See Public Lands, Dept, of)
Proposes long-range employment program, 41,
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Member of Farm Loan Board, 20,
Bf,LT !MORE PLAN
Described, 27; proposed for Hawaii, 27,
BROCK, VERNON E. (See Agrlcu lture and Forestry Bd. of)
Estimates potential of fishing industry, 22i recommends expansion of sport fishing and sale to
aquariums, 23.
CERf,MICS
Potential new industry, 4; found by Armour Research
Institute to be promising industry, 25,
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Estimates effect of federal expenditures, 3-4;
tourist industry committee recommends public works
for improving tourist faci I itles, 40.
COFFEE
Planning Board suggests as industry for expansion,
14; suggested as industry for expansion, 14; development of new coffee areas, 41.
CRf,IG, ROBERT S, (See Chamber of Commerce)
Need for more research on visitors' attitudes, 24;
recommends agency for financial advice to local
firms, 29J suggests tax exemptions for new enterprises, 30; need for business research, 33,
ECONOMIC WVISORS, COUNCIL OF
Suggests increase in unemployment compensation
benefits, !O; suggests wage and hour law minimum
In I ine with federal standards, 12; recommends
payment of prevai I ing wages on public contracts,
13; suggests consideration of more agricultural
cooperatives for marketing produce, 21; recommends
increased appropriation to H,V,B., 23; proposes
study of surface transportation, 27; proposes
amending banking laws, 29; recommends sliding tax
for insurance investments, 30; recommends tax program to encourage industrial growth, 32,
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE t.DVISORY COUNCIL
Recommends travel loans to unemployed persons, 36,
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, BURE/,U OF (See Labor and Indus.trial Relations, Dept. of)
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Ft.RM LO/,N BOf,RD
Membership, 19; loans outstanding, 20; additional
moneys to, 20,
FI Nt,NCE
Homestead Loan Fund, 19; Farm Loan Fund, 19-20;
revolving loan fund, 44; Economic Development Authority created to make loans, 44; Economic Planning Board for financing, 44,
FRf,NC IS, J f,ME S
Suggests processing plant to convert copra and
wastes from fishing industry into cattle feed, 17,
FRUITS
Processing of tropical fruits as new industry, 4;
Planning Board suggests expansion of !r?pical
fruit industry, 14; passion fruit, papua, and
pineapple suggested as promising crops, 15; avocados, mangoes, mangosteen, I itch i I and berries
promising cash crops, 15; l,R,/.,C, marketing surveys on papalas, passion fruit, etc., 20,
GOVERNOR
Cost of pub Ii c lands, 19; recommends add it Iona I
homestead revolving fund appropriation, 19; suggests federal aid for surface transportation, 27;
tax proposals of Governor's Advisory Committee on
Taxation, 32; Hawaii Employment Program, 39; proposed appropriations for work program, 40; orders
speed up of public works, 40,
GOVERNOR'S FULL EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE
Dlsrecommends 40-hour.week p'.'oposal? 12-13; recommends study of handicraft 1ndustr1es, 2b; recommends dept, of island industries, 26; recommends
C,C.C, program for Hawaii, 38,
HARBOR COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF
Bulk storage faci I it ies, 17,
HAWAII, B/,NK OF
Department of business research recommends encouragement of fishing industry, 22~ re:ommends
research for uniform growth of tourist industry,
24; recommends information exchange agency, 45,
HAWAII EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM
Creation, 39; number of employees, 40.
HAWAII VISITORS BUREf,U (H,V,B,)
Increased appropriation for, 23; promotion of recreational faci Ii ties for visitors, 231 beach improvements,. 23,
HENKE, L. t,. (See University of Hawa i I)
Testimony on anima I feed, 16,
H,F,L, - Ht.WAI I FEDERATION OF LABOR (See Unity House)
HOMESTEf,i) REVOLVING FUND
f,dminlstration, 19; additional moneys to, 19,
l,L.W.U, (International Longshoremen 1 s and Warehousemen's Union - also see McElrath 1 Robert)
Suggests extension of unemploym:nt compe~sation
to all industries, 9; suggests increase In unemployment compensation benefits, 10; suggests dependency allowances, II,
INOUSTRlf,L RESEI.RCH t.DVISDRY COUNCIL (I.R,A.C,)
Grants for various market surveys, 20; sponsors
Armour Study in Hawaii, 25; number employed In
handicraft industry, 26; summary of work, 33;
larger appropriation for industrial research, 331
need for more business research, 331 Stanford Research Institute to study 1,R,/.. C, program, 34,

INSURANCE
Unemployment compensation insurance, 8-1 I; tax
preference to encourage investment by insurance
companies, 30; investments of lccal insurance
companies, 31,
LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, DEPT. OF
Estimates of labor force, preface; unemployment
by islands, I; number of persons covered under
unemployment compensation, 9; estimate of unemployment In sugar industry 1953-54 1 10; comments
on 40-hour week, 12-13; Ba I ti more Plan to stimulate employment in construction industry, 27; expansion of out-migration, 35-36; Bureau of EmploySecurity formula for allocating funds under Hawaii
Employment program, 39; recommends expansion of
apprenticeship training program, 42,
LEE, KAM TAI (Territorla I Treasurer)
Investments of insurance companies, 31.
Ml,Ct.DAM I A NU TS
New industry, 4.
McELRATH, ROBERT (See l,L,W.U.)
Proposes extension of unemployment compensation
insurance to cover al I industries, 9; suggests
repeal of flat 2% compensation and dividends tax
to be replaced by graduated income tax, 31; proposes out-migration aid for resident aliens, 36;
suggests C.C.C, program for Hawai I, 38,
MIGRf,TION
Hawaii out-migration slower than mainland, 3;
government assistance for unemployed, 35-36.
MINERf,LS
Armour Research finds fabrication of metals to be
promising industry, 25; I imitations of titanium
resources, 25,
PLANNING BOARD, TERRITORIAL
Expansion of variou;:; agrlcultura I industries, 14;
proposes clearing of Panaewa Forest Reserve lands
for coffee, 15; recommends cultivation of lroplcal
fruits, 15; suggests opening of Park land at
Kilauea for grazing, 17; proposes exempt ion of
joint cattle feed lots from taxes, 18; recommends
screening of app I icants for homestead lands, 19;
recommends farm loans based on federal standards,
20; recommends encouragement of fishing industry,
22; recommends development of fish ponds, 22;
recommends appropriation to H.V.B. for beach improvements, 23; 1939 report an effect of C,C,C,
forestry work, 37; recommends speed up of public
works, 40; reports on plan for public works programs in tourist fac i I ities, 40; long-range unemployment solutions, 41; suggests appropriations
for financing of governmenta I loans, 44,
PR/,TT, J, SCOTT (See l,R,/.. C,)
Need for continued and expanded business research,
33.
PROPOSALS REVIEWED IN THIS REPORT (page numbers
shown in parentheses)
1(9)1 2(10)l· 3(12); 4(13); 5(15); 6(15); 7(16);
8(17)· 9(18; 10(18); 11(19); 12(19); 13(19)1
14 20 ; 15 21 ; 16~22}; 17 22}; 18~23~; 19(23};
20 24 ; 21 26 ; 22 26 ; 23 27 ; 24 27 ; 25(29;
26 29; 27 30 ; 28 30 ; 29 31 ; 30 31 ; 31!32 ;
32 33; 33 33 i 34{35}; 35 36); 36f37~; 37 381;
1~ 39; 39 40 ; 40 40 ; 41 41); 42 42 ; 43 42 ;
~4 42; 45 43; 46 44; 47 44); 48 44; 49 45,
PUl\'3LIC INSTRUCTION, DEPT. OF
Administers vocational training program, 42;
shortage of teachers, 43,
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PUBLIC LANDS, DEPT. OF
Extra appropriation for homestead revolving fund,
19; screening applicants for homestead lands, 19;
commissioner member of Farm Loan Board, 19,
PUBLIC WORKS, DEPT, OF
Responsible for Hawaii Employment Program, 39;
appropriations for works programs, 40,
PUBLIC WORKS PROGR~MS
Suggested by Unity House unions (also under Proposal 37), 13; Planning Board suggests beach improvements, etc., 23; described, 37-41; Governor's
ful I employment committee recommends C.C.C, program, 37; Arthu, Rutledge suggests priority be
given governmert projects that use manpower rather
than machine power, 38; Wl 11 lam Vannatta recom11ends labor-using projects, 3B; comments on bi I ls
requiring three-fourths of appropriation for public works for labor, 39; Hawaii Employment Program,
39; appropriations to public works, 40; public
works programs to improve tourist faci I ities, 40;
long-range prog,ams, 41,
RICHARDS, ATHERTON
Proposes food processing plant, 17; suggests appropriation to fruit industry for marketing program, 20,
RUTLEDGE, f,RTHUR (t,lso see Unity House, H.F.L.)
Proposes expanding unenployment compensation to
a 11 industries, 9; proposes extension of unemploy;nent benefits, II; proposes substituting income
taxes for taxes on consumption, 31; recommends
property tax revision, 31; suggests priority for
labor-using government projects, 38; recommends
government contracts include minimum wage requirements, 38; points out need for additional vocational schools in Territory, 42; recommends economic plan~ing board, 44,
SMITH, JOSEPH UPSnER
Urges expansion of local recruitment for federal
employm2nt in Pacific area, 35,
STANFORD RESEhRCH INSTITUTE
Invited to establish branch office in Hawaii, 33;
Hawaii office established, 33; contract with
l,R,A.C, to review I.R.A.C. activities, 34,
STATUTES CITED (page numbers shown in parentheses)
195 sessions Act 96(13); Act 248(17); SB 471(22)f
5~5 24; 95 32); 7 sp,(40); HB 252(22); SR 20(19);
HR 17(J3)i J22.i_session /,ct 321(37); 1949 session
t.ct 63\371; HB 475\39}; 98 sp.(39) •
STEVENS, LEIGH (Also see Labor and Industrial Relations, Dept. of)
Estimate of unemployment in sugar irrdustry 195354, 10; proposes adoption of Baltimore plan, 27;
proposes larger appropriation for I .R,f,,C,, 33;
estimates of nunber of people affected under outmigration program, 36.
T f,XE S

Exemption of cattle feed lots for three years
recommended, 18; exempt ions for new surface transportation industry, 27; exemptions for n7w enterprlses, 30; exemptions under general excise !ax,
30; tax preference recommend:d to encourag 7 in:
vestment by insurance companies, 30; substitution
of income taxes for taxes on consumption, 31; repeal of 2% compensation and dividends tax, 31;
revision of property tax laws, 31; tax program ~o
encourage enterprise, 32; proposals of Governors
Advisory Com11ittee on Taxation, 32,

TEAMSTERS, JOINT COUNCIL OF NO. 79
Recommends 40 hour week, 12,
TRE~SURER, TERRITORY OF HAWAII
Member of Farm Loan Board, 20,
UNITY HOUSE (H,F,L. - also see Rutledge, f,rthur)
Extension of unemployment compensation to all Industries, 9; suggests increase in unemployment
compensation benefits, 10; suggests dependency
allowances under unemployment compensation, 11;
recommends extending maximum period of benefits
under unemployment compensation, 11; suggests increasing minimum age under wage and hour law, 12;
suggests increasing minimum wages, 12; recommends
payment of prevailing wages on public contracts,
13; recommends extension of pub I ic works programs,
13.
UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII
Estimate of land needed for truck farming, 14;
comments on loca I sources for anima I feed, 16;
marketing problems, 20; fisheries school, 42; expansion of teacher training program, 43,
VANCE, THOMAS B,
Suggests expansion of various agrlcu ltura I i ndustries, 14; recommends cultivation of fruits, 15;
recommends lumber product ion, 16; suggests erection of cold storage plant, 21; comments on bills
requiring three-fourths of appropriations for public works to be used for labor, 39.
VANNf,TTA, WILLIAM
Percentage of labor that should be uti Ii zed in
employment programs, 38,
Wt,RNER, H, H, (See Planning Board, Territorial)
Reduction of costs of territorial lands, 18; allocation of funds to homestead revo Iv ing fund, 19;
recommends screening of applicants for homestead
lands, 19; recommends appropriation to farm loan
fund, 20,
WHITE, DEAN BRUCE
Plan for expansion of teacher training program,

43,
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